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“Nobody But Jesus” 
by 

The Skit Guys 
 

What Jesus lived a short life, but in that time, he did so much. Perhaps even more than 
his accomplishments though, what is so profound is his unique ability to be 
everything we needed and be everything that no one else could. Based on a 
sermon by Sam Storms. Themes: Easter, Salvation, Faith, Redeem, Grace, 
Patience, Resurrection, Crucifixion 

 
Who Actor 1- Male 

Actor 2- Male 
Actor 3- Female 
Actor 4- Female 
Actor 5- Male 

  

 
When Present 
 
Wear 
(Props) 

Casual clothing 

 
Why John 14:6 
 
How All lines should be memorized. Keep the pacing up and stay on top of your 

queues (don’t let there be any big pauses between lines). The lines should be 
delivered with a lot of energy! For more ideas on how to perform this script, 
watch the video "Nobody But Jesus" at SkitGuys.com.  

 
Time Approximately 2 minutes 
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Actors are spread out across the stage and address the audience.  

Actor 1: What kind of man welcomes the company of the hurting, helpless and 
the hopeless? 

Actor 2: What kind of man can heal pain with a single, soft touch? 

Actor 3: What kind of a man multiplies hope and freedom as easily as he does 
fish and bread? 

Actor 4: Who else can turn our dusty old religion into a brand new relationship? 

Actor 5: What kind of a man would claim to be God in the flesh, and then allow 
that same divine flesh to be torn apart? 

Actor 1: What kind of a man would embrace betrayal? 

Actor 5: Insults. 

Actor 4: Torture. 

Actor 3: Mockery. 

Actor 2: And death. 

Actor 4: And yet live to tell about it? 

Actor 3: NOBODY BUT JESUS. 

Actor 2: NOBODY BUT JESUS. 

Actor 3: Nobody. 

Actor 1: Who could speak with such authoritative words and yet drench them 
with compassion? 

Actor 4: Who could be strong enough to still the storms, yet be so meek and 
humble? 

Actor 3: Who could allow the hands that created the universe to also be nailed 
into a wooden cross? 

Actor 2: Who could choose patience despite deserving immediate and complete 
obedience? 

Actor 4: Who could be blameless and without fault but still endure the 
judgment others deserve? 
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Actor 1: Nobody but Jesus. 

Actor 2: Nobody but Jesus. 

Actor 5: Nobody. 

Actor 3: Who will love us like him? 

Actor 5: Who is with us when all others have left? 

Actor 1: Who comforts us in suffering? 

Actor 4: Who is our peace in the midst of anxiety? 

Actor 2: Who reassures me when my mind is drowning in doubt? 

Actor 3: Who accepts me as I am with no strings attached? 

Actor 2: Who else would die for me while I was sinking in sin? 

Actor 5:  Who turned the grave into Easter morning? 

Actor 1: Nobody.  

Actor 3:  Nobody. 

Actor 4: Nobody. 

Actor 2: Nobody. 

Actor 3: Nobody but Jesus.  
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